2020 Kenzo Estate yui Rosé
“Once again, Kenzo’s boutique Rosé is absolutely captivating from the first sip! This is a perfect Spring and
Summer sipper that will thrill over the next year as well
as age for at least two more years so stock up and savor
every sip!”

2020 Kenzo Estate asatsuyu Sauvignon Blanc
“One of the greatest domestic Sauvignon Blanc bottlings
there is … remarkably refreshing from the generous
nose straight on through to the long finish... elegant and
balanced... will be just as mouth-watering through
2026.”

2018 Kenzo Estate rindo Red Blend
“We were seduced by the trademark the texture (ULTRA
silky smooth!) and captivating bouquet that includes lavender, sultry dark fruit notes... Hints of baking spices and semisweet dark chocolate on the mid palate are balanced gracefully by the firm tannins boding well for enjoyment over the
next decade!”

2018 Kenzo Estate ai Cabernet Sauvignon
“A masterpiece that must be tasted to believe the intensity
of exotic fruit flavors and cashmere-like texture.... This tourde-force Cabernet allures with a core of fresh, dark fruit flavors deftly melded together with seductive flavors including
Godiva dark chocolate, currants, blackberry, espresso, pipe
tobacco, and savory herbs combine for a captivating experience we highly recommend. Enjoy through 2033.”

The California Wine Advisors tasting
panel and editorial team consists of industry experts and private collectors
with decades of fine wine experience.
Our exclusive goal is to enhance your
enjoyment of collector-level wines by
providing honest, unbiased opinions
about new releases and occasional retrospectives featuring rare library wines.

The California Wine Advisors is unique
because CWA samples all featured wines
blind and does not accept any wine industry advertising (to avoid any bias).
Avid wine collectors recognize that the
wine world is fraught with legends of
individual critics exposing personal biases via their published ratings. CWA has
avoided this risk for over a decade by
publishing ratings and tasting notes reflecting the opinions of a diverse panel
of wine lovers experienced in sampling
the world’s most renowned wines.

